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How do we know about the 
past?

• Fossil remains - paleontology


• Most of evolutionary history


• Fragmentary, require favorable conditions 
to be preserved



© nationalgeographic.com

http://nationalgeographic.com


DNA as the source of 
information

• Comparative analysis of contemporary 
sequences


• phylogenetic inference


• population analysis (admixture, 
coalescence)



DNA as the source of 
information

• Ancient DNA (aDNA)


• partial and complete sequences


• limits in hominids: ~400 kYA (thousands 
of years) (partial, mtDNA)


• oldest complete hominin genome ~ 120 
kYA (neanderthal)


• oldest H. sapiens genome - 45 kYA (Ust’-
Ishim, Siberia)


• oldest complete genome - > 700 kYA 
years (a horse species) - preserved in 
permafrost

Bence Viola, MPI EVA, nature.com

http://nature.com


aDNA

Hofreiter et al. 2014, Bioessays 36 



Ancestors?

Multiple hominid fossils found. The relations are uncertain: ancestors or cousins?



The tree

• Evolution is not linear


• The status of many fossils often unclear - 
cannot be assigned to a particular branch


• There is no “missing link” - current 
paleontology has many fossils of transitory 
forms from ape-like to human-like



We are animals!

Linnaeus, 1735 Systema Naturae



Chimps

Orangutan

Gorilla

Humans

Gibbon

Macaque

We are primates

milionów lat temu

MY (millions of years)



Taxonomy

• Hominids - the family Hominidae:  

• currently: humans, chimpanzees (and bonobos), gorillas, orangutans 

• oldest traces: ~14-18 MYA (milion years ago) - branching from the gibbon lineage 

• subfamily Homininae - african hominids (minus orangutans) 

• Hominins - humans and human ancestors, after separation from the chimpanzee 
lineage 

• In some taxonomies Hominini includes humans and chimpanzees 



The last common ancestor of humans and chimpanzees

• 6 – 8 MYA – fossil record 

• Assignment of the fossils to a lineage often difficult 

• 6 - 7 MYA – sequence analysis 

• Depends on the estimated mutation rates, underestimated until recently 

• As distant from modern humans, as from modern chimpanzees!



Sahelanthropus tchadensis - 
Toumaï

• Skull fragment


• Dating: ~ 6-7 MYA 


• Close to a last common ancestor (LCA) 
of humans and chimps?


• Around the same time as the LCA


• Some traits more chimp-like (cranial 
proportions), some more hominin-like



Orrorin tugenensis

• Discovered in 2001 (“the millenium man”)


• ~5-6 MYA


• Was it a real hominin?


• Some traits even more “human like” 
than in Australopithecus 

• still could be a parallel lineage


• Partially bipedal


• Habitat - forests and forest border



Ardipithecus ramidus - Ardi

• Discovered 1994, published 2009


• 4.4 MYA


• Oldest true hominin


• Partially bipedal


• Ancestor of Australopithecus (?)



Ardipithecus ramidus - Ardi



Ardipithecus et al.



Australopithecus

• Many differen species


• gracile 


• massive (Paranthropus)


• 4 – 2 MYA 



Australopithecus sediba - a late australopithecus

Cechy pośrednie między innymi Australopithecus a Homo

Opisany w 2010,  
Wiek: ~ 2 mln. lat



The genus Homo

• Origin ~2.3 MY 


• The Olduvai culture, stone tools (1.9 MYA) – 
Homo habilis 

• Homo erectus, H. ergaster 
(“pithecantropus”) – 1.5 MYA, extinct only ~ 
70 kYA (thousand years ago)

• First to leave Africa 
• Used fire

• Hunters (weapons - javelins)

• Social groups

• Only one species survived: H. sapiens

Olduvai tools 
British Museum



Homo - how many species

• Fossils found in Georgia (Dmanisi) (~1.8 MYA) H. habilis, H. ergaster and H. 
rudolfensis together 

• Were they simply different morphs of H. erectus? 

• No genetic data (too old)



Homo naledi

• Described in 2015,  Dinaledi Cave, South 
Africa


• Likely a burial site


• At first believed to be old, but recent dating 
suggests not older than 600-300 kYA


• No DNA


• Did it mix with H. sapiens?

© National Geographic



We are all African

Australopithecus afarensis (Lucy) 
oldest Homo (a jawbone ~ 2.3 MYA)

Australopithecus, Homo habilis, H. erectus, H. sapiens

Australopithecus africanus 
A. sediba



The first H. sapiens

• About 500-400 kYA - divergence of human 
and neanderthal lineages


• ~ 190 kYA - anatomically modern H. 
sapiens - Ethiopia


• ~ 300 kYA - oldest H. sapiens (anatomically 
primitive) - Morocco. 


• H. sapiens had a wide distribution in Africa!



The first migrations ~2 MYA



Ancestors or cousins?

© nationalgeographic.com

http://nationalgeographic.com


The questions

• Who were the ancestors of modern human populations 

• Do we come from the first hominids that left Africa? 

• Eg. H. antecessor - 800 kYA in western Europe (Spain)



The multiregional model

• The human ancestors that left Africa more than 1.5 MYA evolved separately on 
different continents 

• Constant genetic flow between the regions



The first genetic studies - mtDNA

• A small DNA molecule (13 genes, 16.5kb) 

• Maternally inherited - easy to follow evolutionary changes 

• Variants evolve linked together as haplotypes that form larger haplogroups 

• No recombination in every generation 

• Multicopy - easy to isolate



The mtDNA haplogroup tree



Jobling & Tyler-Smith (2003) Nature Rev. Genet. 4, 598-612

The Y chromosome haplogroup tree - another uniparental 
genome segment



The OoA (OAR) modell

• “Out of Africa (replacement)”  

• Modern humans descend from a population that ~ 200 kYA still lived in Africa, 
and started migrating ~100 kYA to other continent 

• That was already modern H. sapiens 

• The new migrants replaced the previous hominins 

• All modern humans come from the last migration wave, not from the earlier 
migrants



What is OAR about

• Not the African origin 

• all models, based on fossil evidence place human origins in Africa 

• We don’t come from a single woman (“the mitochondrial Eve”) 

• we come from one population, mtDNA is not the only lineage, requires unbroken female-to-
female lineage  

• modern genomic techniques estimate the effective size of this population at ~30 000 individuals 

• The ancestral population of modern humans lived in Africa recently (~200-300 kYA) they 
were already modern H. sapiens 

• Earlier migrating hominins were not our ancestors



© nationalgeographic.com

http://nationalgeographic.com


The view based on mtDNA 
and chr Y, ca. 2000

• The story of out of Africa migrations


• Branching into separate lineages



mtDNA and neanderthals

• The neanderthal mtDNA are outside of the 
human clade


• Lineages diverged before humans left 
Africa


• Not our ancestors

Knight A. (2003): Journal of Human Evolution, 44:627-32.



The prehistory of Europe

• First humans arrived ~ 45-50 kYA from Africa via the basal Eurasian population 

• hunter-gatherers, Cro-Magnon humans 

• Glacial periods - migrations to souther refugia (18-10 kYA) 

• The neolithic farmer migration from the Middle East (10 - 7 kYA) 

• how did it spread - replacement or cultural diffusion? 

• Later migrations  

• indoeuropean groups ~5-3 kYA



The only descendants of first 
Europeans?

• The only traces of pre-neolithic mtDNAs in 
Basques


• The Basque language - an isolate, not 
indoeuropean



mtDNA and chr. Y - the 
whole story?

• Using uniparentally inherited genome 
segments makes analysis simple


• But a lot of information is lost

Y

Y

Y

mito

mito

mito mito

mito

mito

Y



The genome era

• In the 21st century NGS genomic sequencing allowed to gather information on 
the whole genome diversity of modern humans 

• Advances in aDNA - whole-genome data on samples up to 100 kYA 

• Lots of new data, but analysis is challenging



Analysis methods

• Admixture analysis: presents the 
contribution of K source populations to 
each individual in the sample (programs: 
ADMIXTURE, STRUCTURE)


• Clustering methods: PCA and MDS


• Data - whole genome sequencing or SNP 
arrays



Ancient genomes

• First complete ancient human genome: 
2010


• Currently - hundreds of sequences from 
humans and other hominins



The european mosaic



The european mosaic

• 2015: at least three source populations for modern European genomes 

• WHG - western hunter-gatherers 

• the first to arrive from Africa, dark skinned, Cro-Magnon man 

• EEF - early eastern farmers, neolithic farmer migration from the fertile crescent 
through Anatolia 

• fair skin 

• ANE - ancient north eurasia  (central Siberia), also contributed to genomes in 
modern Siberia and Native Americans, Mal'ta–Buret' culture





European prehistory, current view



European prehistory, current 
view

• In Europe: palaeolithic WHG + EEF from 
Anatolia gave European neolithic 
population


• In the steppes and Caucasus eurasian 
hunter-gatherers mixed with ANE to give 
EHG (eastern hunter-gatherers)


• EHG people mixed with EEF from the 
Caucasus and Iran to give the steppe 
population (Yamnaya)


• The steppe people invaded Europe mixing 
(or displacing) neolithic Europeans



Ötzi - a neolithic european 

• Body found in the glacier in Austria (South 
Tirol)


• ~5.3 kYA


• Had WHG and EEF ancestry, but no ANE 
(which came with the steppe migration) 



A hunter-gatherer woman, Sweden, ~7 kYA



A neolithic farmer, Greece ~ 9 kYA



The bell beaker invasion

• Bell beaker culture spread westwards 
betwee 2750 and 2500 BCE (4.7-4.5 kYA)


• Analysis of 400 human aDNA samples, 
including 226 from the bell beaker culture 
(02.2018)

Ashmolean Museum/Univ. Oxford/Bridgeman



The bell beaker story

• In central and eastern Europe the bell 
beaker people mixed with the previous 
populations, replacing some of their genes


• In southern Europe the genetic composition 
of the inhabitants remained unchanged - 
culture spread without demographic 
replacement



The bell beaker invasion in 
British Isles

• In the British Isles the bell beaker people 
completely replaced the earlier neolithic 
inhabitants with genomes similar to the 
continental peoples



A beaker culture man, England, ~4.4 kYA



The neanderthals

• Earliest neanderthal fossils found in Asia, 
~ 400 kYA


• Lived in Europe until ~30 kYA


• First humans came to Europe 50-45 kYA


• Neanderthals and humans lived in Europe 
together. Did they mix?


• mtDNA did not indicate any admixture





A neanderthal woman, 
England, ~40 kYA

• Note the fair skin and reddish hair


• All H. sapiens at that time had black skin 
and hair


• Skin and hair color can be deduced from 
genomic sequence (analysis of ~12-20 loci)



The neanderthal genome

• ~ 106 bp of nuclear DNA (2006)


• 60% of genome (2010)


• Currently up to 99% of genome with 50x 
coverage from multiple individuals 
(starting material ~40 mg of bone!)



Restults of the nDNA analysis

• The lineages were completely separated 
long before human out of Africa migration


• Traces of mixing between neanderthals 
and Homo sapiens



Human-neanderthal crosses

• Traces of neanderthal alleles in all populations, except Africa 

• ~ 2-4% of Eurasian genomes 

• not the same 4% in different individuals, ~40% of introgressing population 
genome reconstructed 

• Eurasians mixed with neanderthals after leaving Africa 

• The admixed DNA amount decreased from the palaeolithic - negative selection 

• Some regions in human genome devoid of neanderthal DNA - incompatibility (eg. 
on chromosome X) - nascent genetic barrier



Can different species 
interbreed

• Yes (the definition is not complete)


• Example brown and polar bears (distance 
similar to human-neanderthal

A hybrid of brown and polar bear 
Rothschild Museum, Tring 

© wikipedia



Neanderthals and us

• Humans and neanderthals continued 
interbreeding in Europe ~ 40 kYA - the 
second wave of admixture


• In modern populations we see traces of the 
first admixture wave, but not the second


• Neanderthal genomes also show traces of 
human admixture



Not only neanderthals

• Bones from the Denisova Cave (Altai 
mountains)


• Contemporary with neanderthals, probably 
a sister species


• Traces of intermixing with humans in south-
east Asia and Oceania



What happened in the 
Denisova Cave

• A complete Denisovan genome (2013) 
suggests gene flow between H. sapiens, H. 
neanderthalensis and probably a third, 
unidentified hominid



Eurasia, 40 000 kYA

Neandertalczycy

Denisowianie

H. sapiens



The admixture

• N.I.: Introgressing Neanderthal 
population 


• P.D.I.: Papuan-Introgressing 
Denisovan population


•  A.D.I.: Asian- Introgressing 
Denisovan population 



The adaptations from 
admixture

• Adaptation to altitude in Tibetans - allele of 
the EPAS1 gene (in the hypoxia response 
pathway)


• This EPAS1 haplotype is frequent in 
Tibetans, but absent in their close relatives 
- Han Chinese


• This haplotype is found in the Denisovan 
genome

Denisova



What did neanderthals leave 
us?

• The neanderthal population was diverse 
with regard to skin color, eye and hair color, 
etc.


• Some (but not all) of these alleles may 
contribute to human variation


• Immune system alleles - adaptation to non-
African pathogens, but also autoimmune 
disease


• Chronotype variation, circadian rhythms, 
mood. Could be linked to depression 


• Neanderthals were longer adapting to lower 
sun exposure



The neanderthal and 
denisovian contribution

• Neanderthal admixture


• Denisovian admixture

Maillick et al. 2016



How many human migrations

• H. sapiens remains ~80-100 kYA found in 
China - before the migrations


• The first wave ~120 kYA - to Australia and 
Oceania


• The second wave ~ 80 kYA - Eurasia


• But the modern genomes indicate a single 
migration wave?



One of the models

• The first wave (xOoA): reached south-east 
Asia, but later went extinct. Mixed with 
Denisovians and neanderthals


• The second wave (OoA) - the ancestors of 
modern non-African populations


• xOoA and OoA mixed before xOoA people 
disappeared


• Through xOoA the denisovian and 
neanderthal admixture is higher in some 
populations in south-east Asia



“Out of Africa”? Not really.

• Most earlier studies underestimated the 
diversity in Africa


• H. sapiens was widespread in Africa when 
anatomically modern humans evolved


• aDNA studies in Africa only beginning 
(2017-18)



The diversity of modern humans is low

Kassemann & Pääbo, 2002, J. Int. Med. 251:1-18 



Diversity, equality, racism

• Genetic diversity among humans is a fact 
(even though it is low)


• It does not correspond to traditional notion 
of continental races


• it can show history of particular ethnic 
groups


• most, if not all populations show traces 
of mixing and migration


• Equality is about embracing diversity, not 
negating its existence

1973



Taxonomy

• Taxonomically we are all African


• Greates diversity within Africa


• Two Africans can differ more than one of 
them from a non-African



Diversity and “races”

• There are genetic markers that can 
distinguish ethnic groups


• they form gradients, not distinct clusters


• they do not correspond to traditional 
races


• different genes and analyses tell different 
stories


• Division of this continuous diversity into 
separate groups is a cultural phenomenon


• two individuals from the same group can 
be more different, than two individuals 
from different groups



Pure identity?

• Closely related groups are indistinguishable


• But that’s where the conflict often occurs



Additional reading


